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PACE NSC 2022 - Round 16 - Tossups 
 

1. Description acceptable. The death of iron magnate Eben Byers from this condition brought attention to 
quack medicines produced by William J. A. Bailey. "Downwinder" communities in the U.S. are home to 
people afflicted with this condition. It's not related to boxing, but Harrison Martland studied this 
condition in workers who obtained it by their frequent habit of licking paint brushes. In 1988, the (*) 
Marshall Islands established a tribunal for people afflicted with this condition following Castle Bravo. Mabel 
Williams was the last survivor of a group of women with this condition who filed a class action suit against a 
company making glow-in-the-dark paint for clock dials. For 10 points, the Radium Girls were afflicted with 
what condition? 
ANSWER: radiation poisoning [accept descriptions of people dying from radiation; accept radium 
poisoning; accept radium jaw; accept nuclear fallout; prompt on symptoms of poisoning such as anemia, bone 
fractures, bone disintegration, cancer, or necrosis or poisoning by asking "What caused it?"] 
<Hari Parameswaran, History - American - 1865-1945> ~23899~ 
 
2. The Sugar Museum in this city honors the man who invented the process for extracting sugar beet. In 
1990, thousands of music fans in this non-American city gathered for the second-annual Love Parade 
with the message "The Future Is Ours." A music genre created by Michigan-based teens like Juan Atkins 
became hugely popular at Berghain ("BURKE-hine") and other dingy techno clubs in this city. A museum in 
this city recreates a WBS 70 tower block and has a (*) Trabant simulator. Most of this city's public museums 
are located on its "Museum Island" and include a building housing the Pergamon Altar. 2,711 concrete stelae 
make up a memorial in this city one block south of the Brandenburg Gate. For 10 points, name this German city 
where tourists often visit the Reichstag. 
ANSWER: Berlin [accept West Berlin or East Berlin] (Andreas Sigismund Marggraf discovered sugar beet 
extraction) 
<Michael Bentley, Geography - Europe> ~23093~ 
 
3. This phenomenon is measured with the variable phi in Giulio Tononi's "integrated information 
theory." The difficulties of understanding this phenomenon point to epistemic, not ontological, issues 
according to the "phenomenal concept strategy" argument against Joseph Levine's "explanatory gap." 
The "multiple drafts" model of this phenomenon is a physicalist theory outlined in a book that purports 
to "explain" it by (*) Daniel Dennett. David Chalmers has written about the "hard" problem of this 
phenomenon, which requires the explanation of qualia instead of just identifying the physical mechanisms for 
sensory perception. William James analogized this phenomenon to a "stream." For 10 points, name this 
phenomenon of awareness. 
ANSWER: consciousness [accept qualia until read; prompt on mind] 
<Michael Bentley, RMP - Philosophy> ~23618~ 
 
4. This compound serves as the sole ligand in a linear chain of platinum complexes called Magnus's green 
salt. This is the simplest compound that reacts with ninhydrin to form Ruhemann's purple. Two 
equivalents of this compound are combined in the Olin-Raschig process. Solutions of this compound and 
alkali metals form powerful reducing agents due to the presence of solvated electrons, which create a 
deep blue color. This compound is oxidized to form (*) hydrazine, and is oxidized to form nitric acid in the 
Ostwald process. Roughly 1% of the world's energy supply is used in a process to produce this compound, 
which uses iron to catalyze the direct hydrogenation of nitrogen. Fertilizers often contain, for 10 points, what 
compound with formula NH3? 
ANSWER: ammonia [accept NH3 until mentioned] 
<Victor Prieto, Science - Chemistry> ~23068~ 
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5. This is the most numerous sort of place that sells tiny, colorful bags that should remain unopened for 
good luck. An association of 80,000 of these places was formed after the abolition of the "State" form of 
the belief system that uses these places. "Red seal books" are most often stamped to record visits to these 
places, where one can hang up plaques called "picture horses." A long path covered by bright orange (*) 
wooden structures approaches one of these places that is dedicated to an androgynous fox spirit. A "sacred 
mirror" is housed at one of these places that is rebuilt every 20 years. The Ise ("EE-say") is a "grand" one of these 
places, whose entrances are marked by gates called torii. For 10 points, name these sites of worship of a 
Japanese religion. 
ANSWER: Shinto shrines [or Shinto temples; prompt on shrines or temples] 
<Michael Bentley, RMP - East Asian Religion> ~22457~ 
 
6. A reverend in this play compares one character to the "heretical" Anabaptists. A student in this play is 
scolded for watering flowers rather than studying German grammar; that student later gives another 
woman a slice of cake instead of bread and butter in order to anger her. This play, subtitled "A Trivial 
Comedy for Serious People," nearly had its premiere interrupted by the Marquess of Queensbury, who 
wanted to expose its author's relationship with (*) Alfred Douglas. This play ends by revealing that as an 
infant, one of its protagonists was abandoned in a handbag at a train station. In this play, both Algernon 
Montcrieff and Jack Worthing pretend to have the title first name. For 10 points, name this play by Oscar 
Wilde. 
ANSWER: The Importance of Being Earnest: A Trivial Comedy for Serious People 
<Charles Yang, Literature - British - Drama> ~21074~ 
 
7. Jacob Lawrence's version of this scene, #10 in a 1954 series, takes its title from an account of an 
"excessively severe" night by Tench Tilghman ("TILL-men"). The bombing of the Kunsthalle Bremen 
destroyed a painting of this scene, but a surviving Minnesota version shows an enslaved man believed to 
be Prince Whipple. A version of this scene sketched on the Rhine is the largest painting owned by the 
Met. That most famous version of this scene by the artist of (*) Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its 
Way depicts a Native American in moccasins avoiding blocks of ice. The title figure stands next to an 
anachronistic stars and stripes flag in, for 10 points, what scene painted by Emanuel Leutze of a Revolutionary 
War general on his way to the Battle of Trenton? 
ANSWER: Washington Crossing the Delaware [accept any answers involving George Washington's Army 
Crossing the Delaware River; prompt on the Battle of Trenton before the end] 
<Michael Bentley, Fine Arts - Painting - U.S.> ~22556~ 
 
8. A character in this novel differentiates the sane from the insane with the formula, "it aint so much 
what a fellow does, but it's the way the majority of folks is looking at him when he does it." One 
character in this novel uses cement rather than plaster to set the broken leg of his son. At the end of this 
novel, the eldest character marries a "duck-shaped woman" after successfully obtaining a new set of false 
teeth. A member of the central family in this novel lights Mr. (*) Gillespie's barn on fire on their way to 
Jefferson. In this novel, Darl insists that he can hear the "speech" of a character that is compared to a fish by 
Darl's younger brother Vardaman. For 10 points, name this William Faulkner novel about the Bundren family. 
ANSWER: As I Lay Dying 
<Michael Bentley, Literature - American> ~23261~ 
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9. The Logjam exploit used knowledge of primes used as the second argument of this operation to 
precalculate discrete logarithms. Finite fields defined using this operation are used to produce the shared 
secret in the Diffie-Hellman protocol. The ciphertext is one input into this operation and the product of 
two large primes is the other in RSA ("R-S-A") encryption, which applies it after exponentiation. Every if-
statement in every loop of FizzBuzz uses this operation, which is an alternative to binary AND for finding 
the (*) parity of an input. The sign of this operation's output depends on whether truncation or flooring is used 
to define division. For 10 points, name this operation often denoted with the percent sign, which returns the 
remainder. 
ANSWER: modulus [or modulo; accept modular exponentiation, or modular arithmetic; accept remainder 
before the end; prompt on parity, determining oddness, determining evenness, or checking divisibility with 
"what operation is used to do that?"] 
<Kevin Wang, Science - Computer Science> ~24125~ 
 
10. Sara Reed's historical novel The Gossips' Choice is titled for "gossips" who helped out during these 
events. Over 1,000 of these events were attended by colonial diarist Martha Ballard, who collected herbs 
for use during them. Prior to these events in medieval England, tapestries would be placed over windows 
to keep the room dark during a "lying in" period that included prayers to Saint Margaret. In 1853, 
editors in the Lancet strongly criticized Queen Victoria for using (*) chloroform during one of these events. 
These events often led to deaths from puerperal fever, an observation that led Ignaz Semmelweiss to advocate 
hand washing at hospitals. For 10 points, name these dangerous events, traditionally the domain of midwives. 
ANSWER: childbirth [accept labor; prompt on pregnancies] 
<Michael Bentley, History - Cross, Historiography, and Miscellaneous> ~23156~ 
 
11. The real-life inspiration for a character with this first name wrote the 1983 book "What Little [that 
character's creator] Didn't Say." An author with this first name wrote a novel in which the bodies of 
three sisters and their driver Rufino are thrown off a cliff. In another novel, that author with this first 
name described Sofia, Sandra, Yolanda, and Cara fleeing the Trujillo ("tru-HEE-oh") regime. A youth has 
an affair with a relative with this first name in the (*) odd chapters of a novel whose even chapters include 
plots written for Radio Panamericana by Pedro Camacho. How the García Girls Lost Their Accents is by an 
author with – for 10 points – what first name, also that of a character whom a Mario Vargas Llosa ("YOH-sah") 
novel pairs with "the Scriptwriter?" 
ANSWER: Julia ("HOO-lee-ah") [accept Julia Urquidi or Julia Alvarez or Aunt Julia and the Scriptwriter] [The 
unnamed novel is In the Time of Butterflies, also by Julia Alvarez.] 
<Joseph Krol, Literature - World and Miscellaneous> ~23685~ 
 
12. As related in Rebecca Solnit's River of Shadows, this artist used Mark Hopkins' unfinished mansion 
on Nob Hill to create a 17-foot-wide panorama of San Francisco. Francis Bacon's Paralytic Child was 
based on photos from this man's Infantile paralysis series. This man conducted "Electro-Photographic 
Investigations" at the University of Pennsylvania. Engineers at the Central Pacific (*) Railroad helped this 
man create devices with faster shutter speeds. This man invented an early film projector called the 
zoopraxiscope. A cabinet card by this artist depicts Occident at the Palo Alto Stock Farm of his patron Leland 
Stanford and proved that horses raised all four hooves when galloping. For 10 points, name this pioneer of stop-
motion photography. 
ANSWER: Eadweard Muybridge [or Edward James Muggeridge] 
<Michael Bentley, Fine Arts - Miscellaneous> ~23833~ 
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13. In February 1915 in this modern-day country, 800 Indian members of the 5th Light Infantry staged a 
"mutiny" that killed 47 British soldiers. This country's National Pledge was created by the journalist S. 
Rajaratnam, who also served as its first Minister of Foreign Affairs. This country's people were targeted 
in the Sook Ching Massacre after Arthur (*) Percival surrendered it to Japan during World War II. In 1818, 
the Sultan of Johor leased the land that would become this country, which was known as the "Gibraltar of the 
East." Chinese and Tamil activists called for this country’s independence from Tunku Abdul Rahman in 1965 
and helped found its People's Action Party. Lee Kuan Yew founded, for 10 points, what Asian city-state? 
ANSWER: Singapore [or Republic of Singapore] 
<Michael Bentley, History - World - Asian> ~23413~ 
 
14. In the myth to which this god is central, the forces of evil are represented by a scorpion that reaches 
for another animal's testicles. Shrines to this god contained depictions of an enigmatic time god with a 
lion's head and a snake coiled around his body. Devotees of this god received titles like "Raven" and 
"Sun-Courier" as they were assigned to different (*) levels in a seven-tier hierarchy. This god was often 
depicted in a Phrygian cap and wielding a torch after being born from a rock. This god was worshiped in 
underground sanctuaries decorated with images of the "tauroctony." For 10 points, name this sun god of Iranian 
origin who was at the center of a cult popular among Roman soldiers. 
ANSWER: Mithras [accept Mithra; prompt on Deus Sol Invictus by asking "What deity is that god being 
conflated with?"; do not accept or prompt on "Mitra"] 
<Matthew Bollinger, RMP - Greco-Roman Mythology> ~24001~ 
 
15. Members of this vegetarian's political party were once caught on TV having their votes in Parliament 
cast by so-called "piano players" rather than voting themselves. This Prime Minister agreed to $5 billion 
in reparations to Libya. This man's business career was built in part from the appeal of veline showgirls. 
This man canceled efforts to move from San Siro to a new stadium for the soccer team he owns. A case 
involving the underage (*) Ruby Rubacuori got this politician temporarily banned from running for office and 
detailed his penchant for "bunga bunga" parties. This man owned AC Milan and named his political party for 
the soccer chant "Forza Italia." For 10 points, name this media tycoon and longtime populist leader of Italy. 
ANSWER: Silvio Berlusconi 
<Michael Bentley, History - European - 1900+> ~22641~ 
 
16. Emmanuel Saez's "simple formula" for setting these values relies on the "thickness of the top tail" 
and compensated elasticities. According to Hauser's Law, changes in these values have had little effect on 
a figure measured as 19.5% of GDP. These values are lower in destinations targeted in the Double Irish 
scheme. A 2005 CBO report found that lowering these values was not offset by positive macroeconomic 
effects. This value is plotted against revenue on a graph used to justify (*) supply side economics called the 
Laffer Curve. These values increase in a piecewise function in progressive schemes as one moves to higher 
income brackets. For 10 points, name this quantity, sometimes calculated as the ratio of income one owes the 
government. 
ANSWER: tax rate [or marginal tax rate or effective tax rate or statutory tax rate or optimal income tax rate 
or corporate tax rate; prompt on tax] 
<Michael Bentley, Social Science - Economics> ~23955~ 
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17. Confirmation of this phenomenon can be done with flow cytometry for CD63 positive cells, indicative 
of degranulation; that test is the B·A·T. Helminth infections may complicate radioimmunoassays for this 
response such as RAST, RIST, or Thermo Fisher's ImmunoCAP test. Activated basophils contribute to 
this phenomenon upon the binding of (*) IgE, which also activates mast cells. A provocation test for this 
phenomenon uses a set of patches to identify delayed responses indicative of sensitization. A wheal-and-flare 
reaction indicates the positive presence of this phenomenon in skin tests of this phenomenon. Histamine is 
released as a result of, for 10 points, what undesirable response to an antigen, which can lead to anaphylaxis? 
ANSWER: allergies [accept type I hypersensitivity reaction; accept allergy testing; accept word forms such as 
allergic response] 
<Andrew Wang, Science - Biology> ~24088~ 
 
18. Ebenezer Prout's critical edition of this work was supplanted by a newer edition compiled between 
1957 and 1965 by Watkins Shaw, who controversially stated that its librettist was "a conceited figure of 
no special ability." Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's arrangement of this work replaced a difficult piccolo 
trumpet solo with a French horn solo. This work begins with the oboes and strings playing a French 
overture-inspired E minor Sinfony, outlining its structural innovations in being divided into (*) "parts" 
and "scenes." Italian bagpipers are evoked in the "Pifa" interlude of this work, which features arias such as "The 
trumpet shall sound" and "Ev'ry valley shall be exalted." The audience traditionally stands during the 
"Hallelujah" chorus in, for 10 points, what oratorio by George Frideric Handel? 
ANSWER: Messiah 
<Wonyoung Jang, Fine Arts - Music - Baroque> ~23724~ 
 
19. This author says that accidie ("ACK-sid-ee") binds him like "adamantine chains" in a posthumously-
published work mediated by Lady Truth. This writer referenced his translation of the "Penitential 
Psalms" in a set of dialogues about faith featuring Saint Augustine. This poet gave a "Coronation 
Oration" after being made Poet Laureate for a poem inspired by his unfinished collection of classical 
biographies. This writer of the Secretum and On (*) Illustrious Men used hexameters for a poem that 
includes "Scipio's Dream." This coiner of the term "Dark Ages" wrote the epic Africa and addressed "you who 
hear the sound, in scattered rhymes" in his collection Il Canzoniere ("CANT-zohn-YARE-eh"). For 10 points, Laura 
was the subject of many of what Italian poet's namesake sonnets? 
ANSWER: Francis Petrarch [or Francesco Petrarca] 
<Joseph Krol, Literature - European - Poetry> ~23216~ 
 
20. In isotropic cases, this quantity's reciprocal, times a dimensionless matrix, defines the compliance 
tensor. This quantity times curvature times the moment of inertia equals the bending moment applied to 
a beam. This quantity equals 2 plus 2 times the Poisson ("pwah-SONN") ratio, all times a similar quantity 
named for "shear." This quantity, which has dimensions of (*) pressure, is the gradient of the straight part 
of a graph to the left of the limit of proportionality, which may elsewhere display "necking" or "fracturing." 
This quantity times cross-sectional area, divided by initial length, gives the spring constant, a common 
extensive analog of it. For 10 points, stress over strain gives what measure of stiffness named for a British 
scientist? 
ANSWER: Young's modulus [or elastic modulus or modulus of elasticity; prompt on E] 
<Joseph Krol, Science - Physics> ~23155~ 
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21. A 1976 Houston Grand Opera production of this opera reversed the trend of using spoken dialogue 
instead of recitatives. Diane Paulus directed an adaptation of this opera that controversially replaced a 
goat cart with a cane. A man in this opera who warns against "the things that you're liable to read in the 
Bible" sells "happy dust" to a man who commits murder with a (*) cotton hook during an argument about 
winnings from playing craps. Crown and Robbins are characters from this opera, in which Sportin' Life sings "It 
Ain't Necessarily So." Clara sings about a time when "the cotton is high" and "the livin' is easy" in 
"Summertime," which is an aria from, for 10 points, what opera about the residents of Catfish Row by George 
Gershwin? 
ANSWER: Porgy and Bess 
<Gabriel Guedes, Fine Arts - Opera> ~13649~ 
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PACE NSC 2022 - Round 16 - Bonuses 

 
1. One of these sections describes how "yours truly" first visited Havana in the 1920s amidst the 
"Augustblistering sun" and "whirl of sugarboom prices." For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify these stream-of-consciousness passages that appear in the U.S.A. Trilogy along with "Newsreel" 
and "Biography" sections. 
ANSWER: The Camera Eye 
[10] This author included The Camera Eye sections in The Big Money and the other novels that comprise his 
U.S.A. Trilogy. 
ANSWER: John Dos Passos [or John Roderigo Dos Passos] 
[10] Many scholars believe that the unflattering character of Richard Gordon in this author's novel To Have or 
Have Not is based on Dos Passos. Dos Passos had a falling out with this author of A Farewell to Arms over the 
Spanish Civil War. 
ANSWER: Ernest Hemingway [or Ernest Miller Hemingway] 
<Michael Bentley, Literature - American> ~18871~ 
 
2. For 10 points each, identify the following about undercover reporting during the Gilded Age. 
[10] The Chicago Times published a blockbuster series on the underground market for these procedures. These 
then-illegal procedures were later the subject of Roe v. Wade. 
ANSWER: abortions [prompt on terminating a pregnancy or equivalents] 
[10] This woman asked, "Could I pass a week in the insane ward at Blackwell's Island? I said I could and I 
would. And I did" in the intro to her undercover report for the New York World. She also wrote Around the 
World in Seventy-Two Days. 
ANSWER: Nellie Bly [or Elizabeth Cochrane Seaman; or Elizabeth Jane Cochran] 
[10] Helen Cusack investigated factories making these products in Chicago. AFL founder Samuel Gompers 
began his labor organizing with a union of workers making these products in New York. 
ANSWER: cigars [prompt on tobacco products or smoking products; do not accept or prompt on "cigarettes"] 
<Michael Bentley, History - American - 1865-1945> ~18085~ 
 
3. This proof method can be used to show the equivalence between an explicit formula and its recursive form. 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this method in which a statement is assumed true for arbitrary n and then proven for n+1. 
ANSWER: mathematical induction [accept proof by induction] 
[10] Strong induction is used in this statement's proof to show the existence of a prime factorization for every 
integer greater than one. Euclid's lemma can then be used to complete this theorem's proof by showing 
uniqueness. 
ANSWER: fundamental theorem of arithmetic [prompt on FTA] 
[10] Induction is stronger than this principle, which states that any nonempty subset of the natural numbers has 
a smallest element. The Banach-Tarski paradox is a consequence of assuming all sets obey this principle. 
ANSWER: well-ordering principle [or well-ordered; accept well-ordering theorem] 
<David Reinstein, Science - Math> ~18879~ 
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4. A new process called Seleggt (“suh-LEGG’d”) can determine the sex of these animals within nine days of 
fertilization. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these animals whose females are sometimes called "pullets." The EU has banned the use of battery 
cages for these animals. 
ANSWER: chickens [accept chicks or roosters or cocks or hens; or Gallus domesticus; prompt on poultry] 
[10] Jacob and Monica work as chicken sexers in Minari, a film about a family of this ethnicity that move to 
rural Arkansas. A director of this ethnicity won an Oscar for his film Parasite. 
ANSWER: Korean [accept South Korean or Korean American; prompt on American] 
[10] A scare over American chicken meat bathed in this compound has been a major talking point in post-Brexit 
Britain. The EU has banned the import of chicken meat treated with this compound since 1997. Common name 
acceptable. 
ANSWER: chlorine dioxide [accept chlorinated chicken] 
<Michael Bentley, Other - Other Academic and General Knowledge> ~18967~ 
 
5. A school of 18th century opera composers named for this city included Alessandro Scarlatti and Giovanni 
Battista Pergolesi. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this city, whose namesake chord consists of a major triad built on the lowered second scale degree. 
ANSWER: Naples [accept the Neapolitan chord] 
[10] This earlier Baroque composer used the Neapolitan chord in Act III of his semi-opera King Arthur. He 
made extensive use of the passus duriusculus and ground bass in his aria "When I am laid in earth." 
ANSWER: Henry Purcell 
[10] Ludwig van Beethoven included a dramatic Neapolitan chord in the development of this E-flat major 
symphony's first movement. After Napoleon crowned himself emperor, Beethoven dedicated this symphony to 
"the memory of a great man." 
ANSWER: Eroica Symphony [or Symphony no. 3] 
<Jonathan Magin, Fine Arts - Music - Baroque> ~18948~ 
 
6. A leader of these people could supposedly catch bullets with her butt and fart them back out. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Give this term which refers to escaped slaves who established free communities in Latin America. In 
Brazil, these people established communities called quilombos. 
ANSWER: maroons [accept cimmarones, grand marronage; or petit marronage] 
[10] The celebrated maroon leader Queen Nanny led resistance to British colonialism in this present-day 
country. Rastafarianism was developed in this country. 
ANSWER: Jamaica 
[10] Another celebrated figure in Jamaican history sometimes names this anti-colonial rebellion in 1865. Also 
named after a city, this rebellion was sparked by a land dispute and ended with Governor Edward Eyre hanging 
George William Gordon. 
ANSWER: Morant Bay rebellion [or Bogle's rebellion] 
<Hari Parameswaran, History - World - Latin American> ~19014~ 
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7. Variables describing these entities are often labeled with the double dagger symbol. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these configurations which correspond to the highest potential energy configuration along a reaction 
coordinate. 
ANSWER: transition states [prompt on activated complex] 
[10] A predecessor to transition state theory was based on collision theory, which was in turn based on the 
kinetic molecular theory of these substances whose components are assumed to have no intermolecular forces 
or volume. 
ANSWER: ideal gasses [prompt on gasses] 
[10] Transition states can be studied with pump-probe spectroscopy, part of this field pioneered by Ahmed 
Zewail that studies reactions on extremely short timescales. 
ANSWER: femtochemistry 
<Andrew Wang, Science - Chemistry> ~19286~ 
 
8. A viral video from 2012 showed a skateboarder doing tricks in one of this country's "ghost cities." For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this massively urbanizing country. The third-tier city of Panjin in this country has considerably 
fewer people than the 23 million people who live in the first-tier city of Shenzhen. 
ANSWER: China [or People's Republic of China; or PRC] 
[10] "Ghost cities" such as Zhengzhou are easier to get permits for in this household registration system. Under 
this system, many children of rural migrants are sent back to their grandparents to get an education. 
ANSWER: hukou 
[10] This New York-based school opened a branch in the former ghost city of suburban Tianjin. This 
performing arts conservatory is located next to Lincoln Center. 
ANSWER: Juilliard School 
<Michael Bentley, Current Events - World> ~18132~ 
 
9. John Tzetzes (ZEET-zees) reports that, upon hearing he would die in Nemea, this man fled to Locris and died in 
its temple to Nemean Zeus. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this author. In a poem, this man lectures Perses, "the destroyer," and recounts the Five Ages of Man. 
ANSWER: Hesiod [or Hesiodos] (the poem is Works and Days) 
[10] Hesiod's Works and Days distinguishes between two forms of this deity, who caused a feud between 
several Olympian goddesses by throwing the Golden Apple of Discord into their midst. 
ANSWER: Eris [or Strife] 
[10] The Greek name for this fragmentary, five-book Hesiod poem comes from its use of the phrase "or like" to 
transition between different episodes, which tell of various heroines and their families. 
ANSWER: The Catalogue of Women [or Gynaikôn Katálogos; or Ehoiai; do not accept "Megalai Ehoiai" or 
"the Great Ehoiai"] 
<Clark Smith, RMP - Greco-Roman Mythology> ~14811~ 
 
10. After her ward leaves the room, this character remarks "there's a little intricate hussy for you!" to Sir 
Anthony. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this widow, the guardian of Lydia Languish, whom she describes as "as headstrong as an allegory on 
the banks of the Nile." She appears in the play The Rivals. 
ANSWER: Mrs Malaprop 
[10] Mrs. Malaprop's constant linguistic slips appear in a play by Richard Brinsley Sheridan, who was from this 
country, also the birthplace of John Millington Synge and Sean O'Casey. 
ANSWER: Republic of Ireland 
[10] Perhaps the most famous of Mrs Malaprop's errors is when she refers to Jack Absolute as "the very" this 
word "of politeness." 
ANSWER: pine-apple (Presumably she intends to say "pinnacle.") 
<Joseph Krol, Literature - British - Drama> ~19078~ 
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11. In 1355, the St Scholastica Day riot broke out in this city after a brawl involving the landlord of the 
Swindlestock Tavern. For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this English city where Protestant martyrs including Hugh Latimer were burned at the stake by 
Mary I. A building named for John I de Balliol is located in this city. 
ANSWER: Oxford University 
[10] Oxford and this other university had a monopoly over English higher education until the opening of the 
University of London in 1828. 
ANSWER: Cambridge University 
[10] For much of their history, Oxford and Cambridge were not open to these people, so they founded 
institutions such as Tewkesbury Academy instead. These people were Protestants who did not belong to the 
Church of England. 
ANSWER: English Dissenters [or English Separatists; or nonconformists; or Free churchman; or dissenting 
academies] 
<Michael Bentley, History - European - 1500-1900> ~17929~ 
 
12. A Quayshawn Spencer paper evaluates this thinker's "four rules of reasoning" using Goodman's criteria for 
inductive inference. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this person who claimed hypotheses non fingo, or "I feign no hypotheses," in the "General 
Scholium" that introduces his magnum opus. 
ANSWER: Isaac Newton 
[10] Newton's claim to "feign no hypotheses" is a principle of parsimony, as is this principle named for a 13th 
century friar that holds "the simplest solution is usually the best." 
ANSWER: Occam's razor [or Ockham's razor] 
[10] This thinker invented the story of Newton and the apple and popularized him in France with Emilie du 
Chatelet. This friend of Frederick the Great used the anti-clerical motto "crush the infamous thing!" in his 
letters. 
ANSWER: Voltaire [or François-Marie Arouet] 
<Jordan Brownstein, RMP - Philosophy> ~19254~ 
 
13. The art collective General Idea used the typography from this artist's signature works to create billboards 
and bags promoting AIDS awareness. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Pop artist whose most iconic design, noted for a crooked O, names a park in Philadelphia. 
ANSWER: Robert Indiana [or Robert Clark] 
[10] The letters in Robert Indiana's LOVE sculptures are usually this color. Jan van Eyck painted a man wearing 
a turban of this color. 
ANSWER: red 
[10] In 1988, General Idea adapted their AIDS design into this medium. William Morris produced over 50 Arts 
and Crafts patterns for this medium like Sunflower, which was printed by Jeffrey & Co before being pasted into 
place. 
ANSWER: wallpaper 
<Michael Bentley, Fine Arts - Painting - U.S.> ~18779~ 
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14. MALT and GALT tissue are treated as "associated" with this system. For 10 points each: 
[10] Give this complementary system to the circulatory system which transports a namesake clear fluid through 
vessels, the heart, and namesake nodes. 
ANSWER: lymphatic system [or lymphoid system] 
[10] This lymphoid organ's epithelium uniquely can express antigens from various other tissue types to train 
cells via negative selection. It tends to undergo involution, or shrinking, around puberty. 
ANSWER: thymus 
[10] Recombination and positive and negative selection serve to optimize the binding abilities of these proteins, 
which are "presented" antigens from MHCs. 
ANSWER: T-cell receptors [or TCRs] 
<Andrew Wang, Science - Biology> ~19316~ 
 
15. This acronym was used as early as 1905 by Cleland Boyd McAfee. For 10 points each: 
[10] Give this five-letter acronym used as a mnemonic to remember specific doctrines about salvation in some 
streams of Christianity. This acronym's last letter represents the doctrine of the "perseverance of the saints." 
ANSWER: TULIP 
[10] TULIP summarizes the five main points of this theologian who wrote the Institutes of the Christian 
Religion. 
ANSWER: John Calvin [or Jean Calvin; or Jean Cauvin; or Jehan Cauvin; accept Calvinism] 
[10] The I in TULIP stands for the "irresistible" form of this concept, which guarantees salvation for everyone 
that God has predestined to preserve. A John Newton hymn calls this concept "Amazing." 
ANSWER: grace [or gratia; accept "Amazing Grace"] 
<Jon Suh, RMP - Christian Practice> ~19334~ 
 
16. Christine de Pizan wrote the "Letter Concerning the Prison of Human Life" to console women who lost 
relatives in this event. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this event. In a Shakespeare history play, the title king addresses "we happy few, we band of 
brothers" in the St Crispin's Day speech just before this historical event. 
ANSWER: Battle of Agincourt [prompt on Hundred Years' War] 
[10] A series of letters by Pizan attacks the misogyny of a poem titled for the "Romance" of one of these things, 
which was mainly written by Jean de Meun ("ZHON duh MURN"). 
ANSWER: rose [or Romance of the Rose or Roman de la Rose; prompt on flowers or similar] 
[10] Those letters by Pizan include a "Letter to the God of" this concept, which the Romance of the Rose 
purports to provide a "mirror" of. Troubadours often sang about the "courtly" form of this emotion. 
ANSWER: love [or amour or amor] 
<Joseph Krol, Literature - European - Poetry> ~17966~ 
 
17. During the Roman Empire, the primary source for this metal in Europe was in mines in Cornwall. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Identify this metal which, along with copper, is the main element in bronze. 
ANSWER: tin 
[10] This soft material, an alloy of tin, was often used to make low-cost gray tableware like spoons and 
candlesticks before the invention of stainless steel. 
ANSWER: pewter 
[10] One common use of pewter in the Middle Ages was for the scallop-shaped badges given to these people. 
Many of these people traveled on the Camino de Santiago. 
ANSWER: religious pilgrims [or Christian pilgrims; prompt on Christians] 
<Michael Bentley, History - Cross, Historiography, and Miscellaneous> ~18177~ 
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18. Albert Einstein's model for this quantity treats atoms as harmonic oscillators. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this quantity, the amount of energy required to heat a substance by one degree Kelvin. 
ANSWER: specific heat capacity [or thermal capacity or specific heat] 
[10] Einstein's model of heat capacity was improved by this Dutch scientist, who names a "length" over which 
screening occurs in plasma physics. 
ANSWER: Peter Debye ("duh-BYE") [accept Debye model or Debye length] 
[10] At low temperatures, Debye predicted that heat capacity varies with this power of temperature. At high 
temperatures, Debye's model recapitulates the Dulong-Petit ("doo-LONG-puh-TEE") law, which states that molar 
heat capacity roughly equals this number times the gas constant R. 
ANSWER: 3 [accept temperature cubed or 3R] 
<Joseph Krol, Science - Physics> ~18649~ 
 
19. This author attempted to fit all of his fiction into 14 historical cycles as part of a post-facto system he called 
"The Age of Time," which he explained in his novel Christopher Unborn. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this author, who described a dying PRI politician in The Death of Artemio Cruz. 
ANSWER: Carlos Fuentes ("FWEN-tehs") 
[10] Fuentes' system sought to explain the history of this home country of his through his fiction. Ambrose 
Bierce dies in this Latin American country's revolution in Fuentes' novel The Old Gringo. 
ANSWER: Mexico [or United Mexican States] 
[10] Fuentes attempted to give a full history of Hispanic civilization in this sprawling 1975 novel with a Latin 
title, much of whose section "The Old World" is set at El Escorial ("ay-SCORE-ee-AHL"). 
ANSWER: Terra Nostra 
<Joseph Krol, Literature - World and Miscellaneous> ~18789~ 
 
20. The subject of this statue may also be depicted in a portrait by Giorgione now in the Uffizi. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Identify this statue by Donatello, the first equestrian statue made in the Renaissance that survives to 
modern times. 
ANSWER: The Equestrian Statue of Gattamelata [or The Equestrian Statue of Erasmo da Narni] 
[10] Donatello's Marzocco for the Santa Maria Novella in Florence is a depiction of one of these animals that 
are often shown "rampant" in heraldry. 
ANSWER: lion [accept heraldic lion] 
[10] Donatello's Penitent Magdalene is made from this material. Tilman Riemenschneider was a master carver 
of both stone and this lightweight material, using it to create the Holy Blood Altar. 
ANSWER: wood [accept limewood or white poplar] 
<Michael Bentley, Fine Arts - Sculpture> ~19146~ 
 
21. A biography by William Gray claimed that this novella's author was on cocaine when he rewrote its 
manuscript in three days after burning the original. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this novella, in which a friend of Gabriel Utterson runs over a small girl in the street after drinking a 
serum. 
ANSWER: The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 
[10] The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is by this Scottish author of Treasure Island. 
ANSWER: Robert Louis Stevenson [or Robert Lewis Balfour Stevenson] 
[10] After Dr Jekyll has a relapse and drinks the serum after a period of abstinence, he kills this kindly seventy-
year-old Member of Parliament, and accidentally leaves half of his walking cane at the crime scene. 
ANSWER: Sir Danvers Carew [accept either underlined part] 
<Joseph Krol, Literature - British - Short Fiction> ~19094~ 
 


